ZUCCOLI STAGES 3 & 4 PROPOSED MASTER PLAN

Community connected to the natural environment

Connecting Communities
Park and Road networks linking with other stages of Zuccoli

Public Art
Implementation of a public art strategy by local artists

Housing Overlooking Mitchell Creek

Sporting Activities

Centre Road

Integrated School Site
Seamlessly connected to the open space network

Adventure Play
Activities for children of all abilities

A community hub integrated with diversity of housing choice

diverse housing choice and affordability

Density Living
Housing options for all

Inclusive Social Activation

Waterways
Increased amenity and ecological values

Senior Village
Co-located with facilities and public transport

hike and bike trails for recreation and fitness

NOTE: Images and plans are for illustrative purposes only. The final master plan may vary in size, shape, or configuration of any lots, or the location of any roads, parks or public open space on the plan.